Ensuring that Power Supply Performance Meets Your Requirements

Details beyond the specifications that can impact how well the power supply meets your requirements

Most engineers feel that they understand power supplies very well. Power supplies are considered one of the simplest instruments since they tend to be a one-function, DC device which outputs a controlled voltage. But of course there is much more to power supplies. While a power supply’s specifications adequately describe performance for most applications, cost, time, and human resource limitations prevent the specification of all aspects of a power supply’s (or any instrument’s) performance. You will want to understand the power envelope of the power supply so that it will be able to deliver the power at the voltage and current parameters that you need for your work. For development, characterization, and testing of circuits that generate or measure low level signals, then the selection of the design topology of the power supply and investigation into its common mode current can be a necessity so that the power supply does not interfere with circuit performance. Similarly, if you are developing a device with multiple isolated circuits, then you will want your power supply not to degrade the isolation of your device. When you use your power supply as an accurate voltage source for testing your circuit over its operating voltage range or as a calibrating source, you will want to ensure that you can obtain the specified accuracy of the supply at the input to the circuit-under-test. Applications such as these will require a more detailed investigation into a power supply’s characteristics.

Understand the Power Envelope of the Power Supply

The most significant decision is ensuring that sufficient power is available to energize the device-under-test (DUT). While this is obvious, it is important to be aware that different types of power supplies and sources have different power envelopes. One type of power supply has a rectangular power envelope in which any current can be supplied to the load at any voltage level. See Figure 1a. This is certainly the most versatile power envelope. A second type of supply can have multiple-rectangular envelopes for multiple ranges (such as the two-rectangular envelope shown in Figure 1b). The value of this type of power envelope is that it permits higher values of one parameter at the expense of the other parameter. For example a supply with this type of envelope can output a higher level of current, but at a lower maximum voltage. Some supplies output a hyperbolic envelope, a more continuous transition than a multiple range power supply. With this power envelope, one parameter is inversely proportional to the other (Figure 1c). High power output supplies tend to have the multi-range or hyperbolic envelope. Be cognizant of what your application requires, so that the supply you select delivers the required power at the levels of voltage and current at which you will need to test.
The Type of Design Determines Noise Performance

If you are powering a circuit that operates at a very low voltage or a circuit that uses or measures very low currents such as a transducer detector that must pick-up millivolts or microamp current signals, then noise from external sources may cause problems. The power supply, itself, is one noise source, and this noise can be broken into two components: normal mode noise, and common mode noise. Normal mode noise is noise generated across the power supply’s output terminals due to the power supply’s internal circuitry. Common mode noise is earth-referenced noise originating from the power line and stray capacitance across the main transformer. For sensitive circuits, linear power supplies provide much lower normal mode output noise than supplies designed using switching technology. The trade-off is that linear power supplies have a low power, conversion efficiency and can be heavy and large. Switching supplies are endowed with improved power-conversion efficiency, and can house more output power in a smaller enclosure. For noise-sensitive circuits, a linear supply can have five-to-10 times lower noise (5mVpp vs. greater than 50mVpp) than a switching supply. Any time that noise is an important concern, use a linear supply, such as the Keithley Series 2200 single and multiple channel power supplies, if possible.

The Importance of Good Isolation from Earth Ground

A further indication of the quality of a power supply is how isolated the output is from the power line. A power supply with high isolation further minimizes noise on the supply’s output. A good level of isolation impedance includes parameters greater than 1GΩ in parallel with less than 1nf and shielded well enough to support less than 5µA of common mode current. The trouble is, not many instruments exceed or even meet these figures. Low frequency 60Hz designs may meet the common mode current specification, but fall short of the DC resistance and capacitance figures while switching designs may have low capacitance and higher DC isolation but excessive common mode current. In some applications, the DC isolation resistance and capacitance are more important than common mode current. One example where the high impedance is important is when a supply must power a circuit driven by a linear amplifier. In this situation, the power supply is part of the load on the linear amplifier and a large power supply capacitance can create stability problems.

Figure 2. Normal mode and common mode noise currents.
Characterizing a power supply’s isolation to chassis

The three main power supply isolation parameters are insulation resistance between the primary and the secondary windings of the power supply transformer, stray capacitance between the windings and common-mode current.

DC Characteristic: Insulation resistance

The insulation resistance measurement is a DC characterization of the isolation between the low terminal of the power supply and the chassis. A well designed power supply can output voltage between the high and low terminals at a substantial voltage above its chassis ground. The low output terminal of the Keithley Series 2200 multi channel power supplies can float up to 240V above chassis ground. The insulation resistance between the line input on the primary winding and the low terminal on the secondary winding is an important DC characteristic. While keeping the power supply unplugged or floating, 200V is sourced into its low terminal. The resulting current is measured on a sensitive current measurement instrument.

A DC isolation measurement was made on a Keithley series power supply with the LO-ground terminals driven to 200V. The current drawn was 130nA, resulting in excellent insulation resistance of 1.5GΩ.

AC Characteristics: Stray Capacitance and Common Mode Current

The stray capacitance is an AC characteristic of the power supply isolation. Depending on the area and distance between the primary and secondary coils as well as the insulating material constant, AC coupling will result between the windings. If not properly designed, the operation on the primary side of the transformer will disrupt the operation of the secondary side. This capacitance can be measured using an LCR meter connected between the low and the chassis ground with the power supply floating.

---

**Figure 3a. Test setup for measuring a power supply’s DC isolation resistance.**

**Figure 3b. Channel-to-channel DC isolation test setup.**

**Figure 4. Test setup for measuring a power supply’s Stray capacitance.**

**Figure 5. Test setup for measuring a power supply’s common mode current.**
At 1kHz, the stray capacitance is about 18nF on a Keithley Series 2200 power supply. At 100Hz, the capacitance is measured to be 20nF on a Keithley Series 2200 power supply. The common-mode current characterizes the noise path between the low terminal and the chassis plane of the power supply while the power supply is in operation. A well designed power supply will exhibit very small common-mode current, often in the micro-amps region. The design must involve proper shielding on both the primary and the secondary windings of the power supply transformer to reduce common-mode current leakage. This low current can be captured on a high sensitivity oscilloscope with a wideband current amplifier used to amplify the current.

As shown in **Scope Plot 1**, a Keithley Series 2200 power supply has an amplified common-mode voltage of 40mV through the current amplifier. This corresponds to about a 4µA common mode current. A similar power supply from another major manufacturer has a 20–30µA common mode current, five to seven times greater than the Keithley power supplies.

Ensuring Sufficient Isolation Between Channels of a Multiple Channel Power Supply

If your DUT requires individual isolated power supply sections, then you will need either a number of individual isolated supplies or a single multi-channel output power supply. If you choose to use a multi-channel power supply, you will want to ensure that the isolation between the power supply channels is greater than the isolation required between the DUT circuits. That is not something you can easily determine from a multi-channel power supply’s data sheet (or from the application circuit for that matter). When the isolation between circuits in a DUT is critical, you should consider actually measuring the power supply’s isolation between its channels. Refer to **Figure 3b** for the test circuit to test-channel-channel isolation. Some power supplies do not provide isolation between channels so care must be taken when selecting a power supply for use in these applications. The Keithley 2220-30-1 Dual Channel Programmable DC Power Supply and the 2230-30-1 Triple Channel Programmable DC Power Supply have two and three fully isolated channels respectively.

Maximizing Output Accuracy

If tight control of voltage at the load is essential for research experimentation, device characterization or production testing, then a careful review of the power supply’s output accuracy and read-back specifications are important. However, that accuracy can be compromised if the supply is controlling the voltage at its output terminals. What you need is feedback control right at the DUT. That means your supply should include sense connections (remote sensing) that can be connected to the DUT where the power leads are connected. The sensing circuits measure the...
voltage at the DUT so that the supply can compensate for any voltage drop in the test leads (see Figure 6).

\[ V_{\text{Load}} = V_{\text{Programmed}} - 2V_{\text{Lead}} = V_{\text{Programmed}} - 2I_{\text{Load}}R_{\text{Lead}}. \]

If the load requires high current, then \( I_{\text{Load}} \) is high and \( V_{\text{Lead}} \) can easily be a few tenths of a volt, especially if the power supply leads are long, as can be the case in an automated test rack. A voltage at the load could easily be 80mV to 160mV lower than the desired voltage (with 2A to 4A flowing through a five foot length of 0.004Ω/foot, 16-gauge wire).

The remote sensing technique solves the problem of voltage drop in the leads by extending the power supply feedback loop to the input of the load. Two sense lines from the power supply are connected to the DUT power inputs. These sense leads are voltage measuring lines that connect to a high impedance voltage measuring circuit in the power supply. Since the voltage measuring circuit is a high input impedance circuit, the voltage drop in the sense leads is negligible. The sense lead voltage measurement circuit becomes the feedback control loop for the power supply. The voltage at the load is fed back to the power supply by the sense leads. The power supply raises its output to overcome the voltage drop in the source leads and \( V_{\text{Load}} = V_{\text{Programmed}} \). Thus, only with remote sensing can the accuracy of the power supply be applied to the load.

Conclusion

While simple from the standpoint that power supplies are single-function instruments, their power output envelope, their design topology (linear vs. switching), their isolation performance, and their ability to perform remote sensing are all considerations that are important for sophisticated and sensitive design and test applications. Since some of these parameters are not specified, the power supply may have to be evaluated. As discussed in this application note, some simple measurements can ensure that a power supply meets the intended need.

You can be assured that Keithley power supplies strive to maximize insulation and isolation to enable use of their supplies with the most sensitive circuitry. Finally, use remote sensing to overcome voltage drops in the leads and ensure that the programmed voltage is accurately applied to the load.

---

**Figure 6. Remote sensing ensures that the programmed voltage is delivered to the load.**

No matter how accurate your power supply output is, you cannot guarantee that the programmed output voltage is the same as the voltage at the DUT’s load. This is because a power supply with two source terminals regulates its voltage only at its output terminals. However, the voltage you want regulated is at the DUT load, not at the power supply’s output terminals. The power supply and the load are separated by lead wires that have a resistance, \( R_{\text{Lead}} \), determined by the length of the lead, the conductivity of the conductor material, and the geometry of the conductor. The voltage at the load is:

\[ V_{\text{Load}} = V_{\text{Programmed}} - 2I_{\text{Load}}R_{\text{Lead}}. \]